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HLeBroking – Trade & Earn: Account Activation Campaign for New & Existing Clients 
(“Campaign”) 

Campaign Period – 3 months (1st June 2021 to 31st August 2021, both dates inclusive). 

Reward 

One (1) RM50 Touch ‘n Go (“TNG”) Reload PIN for the first RM200.00 (Ringgit Malaysia Two 
Hundred) of net online brokerage fees accrued and paid by the Eligible Customers during the 
Campaign Period.  

 
Eligibility  

1. Participation in this Campaign shall be by invitation only and restricted to selected individual 

customers of Hong Leong Investment Bank Berhad (“HLIB”) who fulfill the following criteria* 

(“Eligible Customers*”): - 

 

(a)  New individual customers (i.e. those customers who have never held any account 

with HLIB) who successfully open their HLIB Trading Account together with  

HLeBroking online share trading portal access (collectively referred to as 

“HLeBroking Account”) with HLIB during the Campaign Period; and  

 

(b)  Existing individual customers: - 

i. who successfully opened their HLeBroking Account before 1st June 2021; and   

ii. who did not carry out any trade between 1st June 2019 to 31st May 2021 (both 

dates inclusive). 

* There is no automatic eligibility for participation in this Campaign. HLIB reserves the right to include 
or exclude any customer for this Campaign. Fulfilment of the criteria set out above is an indication 
only, and not a guarantee of eligibility. Final eligibility shall be determined entirely at HLIB’s 
discretion. 

 
2. Invitations to participate in the Campaign will be sent to the Eligible Customers’ last known 

e-mail addresses as per HLIB’s records.  
 

Campaign Mechanism  

1. Eligible Customers who trade through the HLeBroking portal, and accrue and pay a 

minimum of RM200.00 net online brokerage fees during the Campaign Period will be 

rewarded with a RM50.00 Touch ‘n Go (“TNG”) Reload PIN**.  

 

** HLIB reserves the right to substitute the TNG Reload PIN with another reward/gift as it deems 

necessary from time to time and no further enquiry will be entertained. 

 

2. The TNG Reload PIN must be uploaded to a TNG eWallet app and can only be used via the 

TNG eWallet app. Eligible Customers must have a TNG eWallet in order to enjoy this reward. 
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HLIB will not issue any substitute reward or in-kind reward only because an Eligible 

Customer does not have or cannot access a TNG eWallet.  

 

3. The maximum TNG Reload PIN reward that an Eligible Customer may receive under this 

Campaign shall be RM50. 

 

4. The TNG Reload PIN is valid for upload to the TNG eWallet app up to the date stipulated for 

the said PIN and no extension of date shall be given. 

 

5. The TNG Reload PIN is not exchangeable for cash or any other benefit. 

 

6. Eligible Customers who accrue and pay a minimum of RM200.00 net online brokerage fees 

during the Campaign Period will receive an e-mail (to their e-mail addresses as per HLIB’s 

records) from HLIB with the TNG Reload PIN after the Campaign Period. Eligible Customers 

must inform HLIB if there are any changes made to their e-mail address. HLIB shall not be 

held liable or responsible for any delay or non-receipt of HLIB’s e-mails. 

 

7. HLIB is not responsible for and does not have any control whatsoever for any internet 

network failure and/or interruption that may be experienced during the process of sending 

any e-mails to the Eligible Customers. The same may result in the delay or non-receipt of 

the e-mails transmitted for which HLIB shall not be liable. 

 

8. Eligible Customers are responsible for checking and ensuring that their e-mail address is 
accurate, and that they are able to access their e-mail account and receive and read their e-
mails. Eligible Customers are responsible for the general security of their e-mail accounts. 
HLIB will not be liable for claims or losses arising as a result of any third party’s access to 
the Eligible Customer’s e-mail account whether such access is gained wrongfully or with 
permission.  

 
 
General Term 

1. Employees of HLIB are not eligible to participate in the Campaign. 
 
2. By participating in this Campaign, the Eligible Customers agree:- 
 

(i) to be bound by all the terms and conditions herein contained; 
(ii) that HLIB’s decision on all matters relating to the Campaign shall be final, conclusive  

and binding and no further correspondence and/or appeal to dispute HLIB’s decision 
shall be entertained; and 

(iii) to be bound by the terms and conditions of the TNG Reload PIN. 
 
3. HLIB shall not be responsible if the TNG Reload PIN is lost, stolen or misplaced and no 

replacement will be provided. HLIB shall also not be responsible should the Eligible 
Customer fail to upload the TNG Reload PIN to the TNG eWallet app within the stipulated 
validity date. The terms and conditions for use of the TNG Reload PIN as issued by the 
operators of the TNG eWallet shall apply to the TNG Reload PIN. 
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4. To the extent not prohibited by law, HLIB expressly excludes and disclaims any 
representations, warranties or endorsements, express or implied, in relation to any warranty 
of quality, merchantability or fitness for purpose in respect of any part of the Campaign or 
the TNG Reload PIN. 

 
5. Nothing contained in these terms and conditions nor shall any part of the Campaign be 

construed as an offer, recommendation or solicitation to buy or sell any securities. Eligible 
Customers are advised to make their own independent assessment and consult their 
professional advisers prior to making any trade or investment.  

 

For more information, you may contact our HLIB Helpdesk Centre at 03-2080 8777 or email us 
at Helpdesk@hlib.hongleong.com.my   
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